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Girls will be quicker than cheetahs heading 
towards these mascot themed snacks.  
Serving snacks at your rally or meeting?  Turn simple water 
bottles and popcorn cones into a cheetah celebration when 
you wrap bottles with cheetah print duct tape or with clip art 
bottle wraps and serve popcorn or other snacks in cheetah 
print paper cones (or baggies with cheetah labels).

Supplies 
 �   Water Bottles
 �   Cheetah print duct tape
 �   Cheetah bottle wrap clip art (below)
 �   Cheetah labels (below) (print on  adhesive
         backed paper for easy application).
  �   Cheetah popcorn cone clip art (included) 
         (or print labels for snack baggies)
  �   Scissors
  �   Tape

Snacks Fit for a Cheetah
Serve snacks celebrating the 2015-16 mascot

Instructions (can be done ahead, or you may allow girls to 
decorate their own bottle and/or snack containers)
 �   Water bottles with clip art wraps:  Print clip art wraps 
on adhesive backed paper, and cut out.  Apply to room 
temperature bottles as shown in picture above.
 �   Water bottle wraps with duct tape:  
1.  Measure diameter of water bottles, and cut pieces of duct 
tape to size.  Apply to room temperature bottles as shown in 
picture above.  Note:  duct tape is moisture resistant and is 
good to use if you plan to put the water bottles on ice. 
2.  Print clip art labels on adhesive backed paper, and cut 
out.  Apply to bottles as shown in picture above.
 �   Snack containers or cones:  
1.  Container labels:  print clip art labels on adhesive backed 
paper, and cut out.  Apply to existing disposable snack 
containers or baggies.
2.  Popcorn or Snack cones:  print clip art cones, cut out, 
roll to form cone and tape edge down to secure.  Fill with 
popcorn or snacks.

Tip:
�   Provide girls with a marker and invite them to write their names on the 
cheetah labels to keep track of whose water bottle and snacks are whose!



Cheetah themed water bottle wraps



Cheetah themed water bottle or popcorn labels



Cheetah themed popcorn cones


